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Abstract: Protecting web application is increasingly
important due to their high popularity and wide
adoption. Therefore, a multitude of protection techniques
emerged in effort to secure web applications, such as
exploits can have a devastating impact on personal and
economic levels. As for asynchronous communication
between client and server XMLHTTP (Ajax) were used
and it can communicate only with parent server by
default. If we allow multiple sever access in Ajax code
that is enabling cross site scripting it leads to breach the
security among multiple clients. The proposed method
tries to solve this problem by developing a technique
which can monitor the web in real time and deny
unauthorized foreign clients. Thus, we can provide
service for concerned client.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the immense popularity of the internet, usage
of web application has expanded. Since, extremely
sensitive information are being exchanged via. web
applications every day, they have become a playground
for cyber criminals to steal data and to use them for
malicious purposes[1].

Ajax is a Web application client technology which
is a combination of JavaScript, CSS, HTML, the
XMLHTTPRequest object and Document Object Model
(DOM). Ajax applications running in the browser
communicate with a Web server in an asynchronous
manner and update only a part of the page. By using
Ajax technology, we can enrich the browser-based user
experience[1].  Ajax  can  capture  rich  user  action
events and the Ajax applications only send to the server
and retrieve the necessary data. It uses some of the
XML-based web service interface and processes
responses from the server by JavaScript on the client
side. Because of a significant reduction in the data
exchanged between browser and server, the application
will respond faster[2]. Also, a lot of work can be
completed on the requesting client machine, the Web
server’s processing time is also reduced. Due to the
advantages  of  interaction,  Ajax  has  been widely used.

The core technology in Ajax is XMLHTTPR equest,
XMLHTTPRequest provides a kind of communication
method with the server within the page for JavaScript
operating in browser. One of the biggest Ajax
characteristic is be able to transmit or read data to the
server without refreshing page, also called update pages
without refresh. This characteristic mainly benefits from
XMLHTTP components and XMLHTTPRequest objects
which is just the same with desktop applications, only
need data exchange with server, instead of refreshment
each time or processing data. This not only reduces the
burden of server and accelerates the response speed, but
also shortens the time for customers and improve the
user experience[3]. Asynchronous communication
between client and server use XMLHTTP [Ajax].
XMLHTTP can only communicate with parent server. In
order to allow multiple server access in Ajax codes we
need to enable the cross site scripting. When enabling
XSS any foreign pages can use the server pages. These
reduce the confidentiality of the server pages. Because
analyzing XSS cannot be dynamic.

PROPOSED APPROACH 

The  proposed  technique  is  well-suited  to 
discover    vulnerabilities   in    high   level.   Within   the 
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Fig. 1: Propose method

current techniques the analyzing of cross site scripting
cannot be dynamic. By using xmlhttp for asynchronous
communication between client and server it can only
communicate with parent server. There is only one
solution for access multiple servers in Ajax code that is
enabling cross site scripting. Enabling xss leads to allow
any foreign pages can use the server pages (through
Ajax).

Figure 1 which shows the proposed method. It
allowing the authorized Clint to access the foreign server
and prevent the unauthorized Clint access and
monitoring the malleolus script in real time. The main
operations of the proposed method.

A: The client system (a) communicates with its own
parent server such as http request from the Client side
and html response from the server side, then the
connection is ok.

B: Communication between client system (a) and the
foreign server. Here the Connection is ok because the
client  system  (a)  is  authorized  one  it  contains  the
access permission. The client gives the
XMLHTTPrequest to the foreign server and server gives
response.

C: In the same time, the unauthorized client request
deny by the server, the sever not allowed access the data.
Which are to be shown in Fig. 1.

D:  The  unauthorized  accesses  are  to  be  monitored 
by the administrator. All the attacks are to be monitored
in real time and also the mallotus scripts are to be
identified by it.

ACCESS CONTROL SPECFICATION

The first module of the proposed approach is access
control specification in this module it mainly consists
with the operations:
C Identification
C Authentication
C Respond

Setting the proper access permissions are one of the
important thing in the case of security. Only the

authorized client can access the data and the access
permission can be configured with the corresponding
server.

SCRIPT EVALUATION

The second module is script evaluation it consist with:

C Script source stealing
C Find outing Ajax scripts
C Filtering the attack script

ATTACK MONITORING

The last module of the proposed approach is attack
monitoring. In this module attack is to be monitored in
real time. It consists with:

C Add to attack repository
C  Real time monitoring on admin panel

The proposed approach also contains an
administrator it set all the configurations and monitoring
the whole access of clients and prevents the malicious
ones in real time.

CONCLUSION 

With the characteristics of Ajax technology and
xmlhttp improved the communication between client
and server. The xmlhttp only allowed the client to
communicate with its parent server, if any
communication is done in between client and a foreign
server the server must enables the cross site script.
When enabling the cross site script it leads to permit all
the unauthorized access of the server data. The proposed
method proved a secure communication between
authorized clients and the foreign server and also
providing real time attack and the malleolus script
monitoring.
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